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About Us
Integro Technologies Corp. is a turnkey, machine vision and system integration company. Integro Technologies
designs and develops custom machine vision inspection solutions utilizing a range of components from high
resolution cameras, optical and illumination systems, material handling, robotics, and 3D vision system
applications for automated quality control checks, 3D surface inspection, defect detection, classification,
gauging, batch sorting, VGR, ID, optical character recognition, and more. From ideation to execution, Integro
Technologies is a trusted source for a wide range of industries.
Integro is an Advanced Imaging Association (AIA) Certified Vision Integrator, 1 of only 10 internationally, and
members of the Robotics Industries Association and the Motion Control and Motor Association. Integro has
been named a System Integrator Giant from Control Engineering magazine for four consecutive years (2012,
2013, 2014, and 2015).

Corporate Facts
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What We Believe

What We Do

We believe in providing the best solutions for our
customers, on time and within budget. We believe
in working with and assisting manufacturers to
be competitive in this international economy with
high-quality components and goods.

Provide superior product solutions
911 Vision Rescue
Customized OEM solutions
3D and Robotics Integration

Industries Served

Office Locations
In 2013, Integro Technologies built their corporate
headquarters in Historic Downtown Salisbury, North
Carolina.
The Integro headquarters houses a 76-seat, stadium
style auditorium for trainings and seminars, a
specialized lab, over 6,500 square feet of office space, a
custom 17,300 square foot shop, and beautiful
conference and meeting spaces.
Integro Technologies has an additional five sales offices
located in Maryland, Indiana, South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia. Future offices will include Minnesota, Chicago, and Austin in 2017. All Integro
Technologies’ office locations are staffed with full-time, experienced machine vision application engineers.
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Quick Stats
1st Integro facility in Salisbury in 2005 – 450 square feet
2nd Integro facility in Salisbury in 2008 – 9,125 square feet
3rd Integro facility in Salisbury in 2013 - 23,802 square feet of office, lab, and manufacturing space with
an additional 5,000 square feet of future office space

Second Integro Office in Salisbury

Integro Technologies built the Salisbury Business Center in Historic Downtown Salisbury in 2013.
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Our Leadership
Thomas Campion, Founder and CFO
Thomas Campion is originally from Pottsville, Pennsylvania. He graduated
from Penn State University with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering.
While attending Penn State, he worked as a lab assistant in the Engineering
shop to gain hands-on experience and to pay for expenses.
After graduation, Thomas moved to York, Pennsylvania and worked for BMY
Combat Systems as a Design Engineer in the Howitzer Improvement Program
(HIP) focused on the upgrade of US and Israeli versions of the M109
Howitzers. He then moved to Kentucky to work for Clark Material Handling
as a Mechanical Design Engineer focused on the design and manufacturing of
the new world fork-truck designed for use around the globe.
Thomas then moved back to
Thomas Campion, Founder and CFO
Pennsylvania for a position with Grove
Manufacturing as a Senior Design Engineer focused on new product
development. He was continually placed into more challenging roles
including Lead Engineer of 30 people to develop a brand new 50-ton crane
using the first 3D software package at the company. After successful
completion, testing and kick-off of the new product, he was promoted to
Manager of the Manufacturing Engineering Team responsible for
transitioning the new products to manufacturing.
Thomas was then promoted to Director of New Product Engineering
where he remained until the company asked him to move to Manitowoc,
Wisconsin to lead the engineering transition from Grove to Manitowoc
Crane.
It was at this point that he decided to start Integro Technologies
with a $50,000 bank loan and a great deal of determination. He has worked
First newspaper article about Integro
to develop a company that puts the very best vision minds to work on
Technologies in 2001.
					
challenging and rewarding opportunities for their diverse
					customer base.
Since the conception of Integro Technologies in 2001, he has overseen the growth of the company from
“one person and a dream” to over 40 personnel sharing that dream to provide the very best vision solutions to
their customers.

Thomas was quick to acclimate to the complexity of our parts, and he uses
that understanding to offer the most robust inspection solution available.
~ Jim Macier, Automation Manager for ITW Powertrain Components
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Shawn Campion, President and CEO
Shawn Campion is originally from Pottsville, Pennsylvania. He
graduated from Penn State University with a Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering. While attending Penn State, he participated
in the Engineering Honors Programs and the early stages of what is now
the Entrepreneur & Innovation minor.
After graduation, Shawn moved to Lynchburg, Virginia and worked for
Areva as a Mechanical and Software Design Engineer in their
Non-Destructive Examination group, focused on remote robotic
systems to inspect and repair commercial and military nuclear
reactors. He worked briefly for Ericsson Telecommunications
automating their assembly lines in Lynchburg, Virginia. Shawn then
moved to Philadelphia for a position with Cognex Corporation as a
Senior Application Engineer focused on machine vision implementation
in industry. He relocated to Salisbury, North Carolina in 2001, and
created a Regional Technology Center for Cognex supporting the
Southeast US. In 2003, Shawn received the Cognex Application
Engineer of the Year Award and the Cognex Presidential Award for
Excellence.
In 2005, he joined Integro Technologies. Since
Shawn’s tenure with Integro, he has initiated and
completed the building of a new headquarters,
expanded the sales team to five additional,
regional offices, and has been awarded the
“Emerging Leader of the Year” Award from the
Charlotte Business Journal.

Shawn Campion, President and CEO

“Shawn Campion has been an excellent person to work
with because he possesses the unique combination of
visionary genius and practical engineer. He can see all
the possibilities and determine which has the best
option.” ~ Steven Pereira, MORITEX

Shawn is a definitive thought leader in the machine vision industry. Shawn has written several articles
and has been published in Quality Magazine and Medical Design Technology. He is often an expert
contributor to machine vision articles around the world.

Shawn is not only a brilliant engineer with a profound
understanding of technology and a sharp mind for business but,
most important, a leader with a vision.
~ Luca Palleschi, Opto-Engineering
Senior Sales Manager, NA
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Starke Farley, Senior Sales Engineer and Partner
Starke Farley is a native of Columbia, South Carolina. He graduated from
Clemson University with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering. As a student, he was a Resident Advisor (RA) as a freshman,
and worked 2nd shift at Square D for three years wiring industrial motor
starters and then in the CAD department updating electrical prints for the
engineering staff. He also ran a successful pressure washing company,
PSI – Pressure Washing Services Inc., to help pay for college.
After graduating from Clemson in 1997, he went to work for Bose in
Blythewood, South Carolina as a CAD designer and Manufacturing
Engineer. That position helped build the foundation for a move to Bic in
Gaffney, South Carolina as a Manufacturing Engineer and Management
Trainee.
With responsibility for the utility lighter division and eight technicians
across four shifts, he learned about Cognex Checkpoint and In-Sight vision
systems that were used on the production lines.

Starke Farley, Senior Sales Engineer and Partner

In 2001, he went to work for a small vision systems integrator based out of Connecticut, and ran the southern
territory for sales and engineering until 2005.
In the spring of 2005, Thomas Campion and Shawn Campion approached him about coming on board as a
partner with Integro Technologies.
Since that time, he has been the Applications and Sales Engineer for South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, the
Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico. He also covers Central America and Europe. He is the principal
inventor on the Tire Guardian Patent, #9110032, and has been published in Vision Design Magazine for the
Tire Guardian system.
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What the Integro Team Says
“Working with different companies, I get to see how other organizations function at each level. The Integro team
truly lives up to what that word means: Integrity. Everyone is willing to jump in and help regardless of the timing
or circumstance. When deadlines are looming, the group knows how to rally and pull together to divide and
conquer each obstacle that may appear.”
~Starke Farley, Sr. Sales Engineer and Partner
“One of the keys to Integro's success is the strength of our team. They are a hard working, dedicated and motivated
team of professionals that, as a whole, can accomplish the impossible.”
~Patrick LaFerriere, Applications Engineering Manager
“A combination of experience, collaborative approach, knowledge sharing, training, and commitment are the
attributes that make the Integro team a success.”
~Sharon Baker, Corporate Administrator
“Integro continuously stretches our team to improve every aspect of our customer interaction from the initial sales
meeting through system delivery and training. It is this dedication to developing the very best vision systems and
processes available that make our team achieve new heights every day.”
~Thomas Campion, Founder and CFO
“Integro has over 500 man years of machine vision experience. We’re one of only a few AIA Certified Systems
Integrators. We know machine vision and how to apply the technology. We’ve completed projects in a variety of
industries and have the skills to deliver on applications from simple to highly complex.”
~Cristina Fein, Project Manager
“The Team demonstrates its perceptiveness in dissolving difficulties through its vast knowledge and experience
across the technical and mechanical doctrines. We have a situation of hybrid performance: combining business and
unequalled knowledge with personal ability. We are gutsier to take on difficult projects that other integrators walk
away from.”
~Brian Weaver, Mechatronics Lead Designer
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Team Members
The Integro Technologies team is comprised of 45 full-time, vision professionals with a wide range of degrees
and experiences.

11%

Veterans or Active Duty

73%

Higher Education
(entire company)

500+

Man Years Experience

82%

Degreed Engineers
(on Engineering Team)

Certified Integrators
Integro Technologies is a certified integrator for global leaders in the machine vision and systems integration
industry.
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Professional Memberships
Integro Technologies is a member of leading organizations in the machine vision industry.

 ￼

 ￼

 ￼

Partnership Agreements
Integro Technologies has partnered with world leaders in machine vision technology, systems integration, and
robotics. Our partners include Advanced Illumination, APG, Basler, CCS America, Cognex, Chromasens,
Edmund Optics, Epson, Gardasoft, Heliotis, ifm efector, Intermec, KUKA, Matrox, Metaphase, MidOpt,
Mitsubishi Electric, Moritex, MVTec, Navitar, Omron, Opto-Engineering, Rockwell Automation, Siemens, Smart
Vision Lights, Spectrum Illumination, SmartRay, Swivellink, Universal Robots, Universal Robotics, and Yamaha
Robotics.
￼￼
￼
￼

 ￼

 ￼￼￼

 ￼

 ￼￼ ￼
 ￼
 ￼ ￼￼
 ￼

 ￼￼ ￼￼￼

 ￼

 ￼

 ￼

 ￼￼￼￼
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Patents
Integro Technologies received a patent for Tire Guardian, a system and method for inspecting tire wheel
assemblies.The majority of solutions designed and developed by Integro Technologies are not patented due
to the disclosure of information to the general public.
Patent number: 9110032
Abstract: A system includes a tire inspection station configured to inspect a tire of a tire wheel assembly.
The tire inspection station includes a lifting assembly configured to lift and rotate a tire wheel assembly disposed
in the tire inspection station, movable centering arms adjustably positionable to center a hub of a tire wheel
assembly relative to the lifting assembly, and top and bottom camera assemblies configured to image sidewalls of
the tire wheel assembly when it is lifted. The system further includes software configured to process images from
the camera assemblies and display results of the processing. The system additionally includes a wheel inspection
station comprising a camera. The system further includes software configured to process images from the camera
to verify wheel properties.
Filed: October 11, 2013
Date of Patent: August 18, 2015
Assignee: INTEGRO TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
Inventors: Edwin Starke Farley, III, Drew Waller, Shawn A. Campion, Gerald Ross Van Dam, Shankar Jagadeesan
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Awards
Integro Technologies has been the recipient of several awards praising their business acumen and technical
competence.
￼

 ￼

 ￼￼

￼

 ￼

￼

 ￼

 ￼

2016 INC 5000 – Ranked one of the fastest growing private companies in the nation- INC Magazine
2015 Fast 50 Award, Ranked 31st – Charlotte Business Journal
2015 Emerging Leader Award, Advanced Manufacturing – Charlotte Business Journal
2015 System Integrator Giant - Control Engineering
2014 System Integrator Giant - Control Engineering
2013 Champions Club Award - Cognex
2013 System Integrator Giant - Control Engineering
2013 Small Business of the Year- Rowan Chamber of Commerce
2013 Fast 50 Award, Ranked 27th – Charlotte Business Journal
2012 Highest Overall PSI Bookings Cognex
2012 System Integrator Giant - Control Engineering
2012 Online Promotion Award for Brand Visibility – Cognex
2011 Second Place Cognex Partner System Integrator
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Media
PR Campaigns
Integro Technologies has been featured in a PR campaign for Carolina Works, a celebration of manufacturing in
North Carolina and for advanced technology and manufacturing programs at Rowan Cabarrus Community
College, including the NC Manufacturing Institute. Below are some examples of work that have been used in
print and in digital marketing campaigns.

Carolina Works
The campaign below was a 9-week launch introducing members of the Integro Technologies team. This campaign
has been used by Tim Coffey Photography in print, regional newsletters, digital media campaigns 			
(Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook) and other social platforms. This campaign highlights the Integro team as well as 		
manufacturing and innovation in North Carolina.
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Industry Articles
Integro Technologies has been featured in a number of articles and
media campaigns as a model company for advanced manufacturing.
Integro Technologies has been a thought leader in the machine vision
industry, and often contributes articles and press releases to industry
magazines. All digital versions of the articles can be found at
www.integro-tech.com/news.
Campion, Shawn A. “Independent quality assessment: a call to arms for
quality management.” Quality Magazine. March 2015.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro partners with Yamaha Robotics.” Robotics
Tomorrow. December 2014.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro recognized as a System Integrator Giant.”
Salisbury Post. September 2014.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro announces new partnership with
Schott-Moritex.” Robotics Tomorrow. January 2015.

Scanned print version of article in Quality Magazine

Campion, Shawn A. “Integro announces partnership with ifm efector.” Robotics Tomorrow. June 2015.
Campion, Shawn. A. “Integro receives patent for tire inspection application.” Robotics Tomorrow. August 2015.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro named MVTec partner.” Quality Magazine. May 2016.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro now MVTec Certified Integration Partner.” Automation Magazine. June 2016.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro Technologies announces partnership with Mitsubishi Electric.” Appliance Design.
April 2015.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro Technologies named MVTec Certified Integration Partner.” Robotics Tomorrow.
May 2016.
Campion, Shawn A. “Integro Technologies slated as manufacturing software innovator.” Robotics Tomorrow.
December 2014.
Campion, Shawn A. “Machine vision improves surgical tubing.” Medical Design Technology. June 2012.
Caroll James. “Machine vision integrator spotlight: Integro Technologies.” Vision Systems Design Magazine.
July 2016
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Carroll, James. “System integrator and 3D sensor company partnership will enable 3D machine vision applications.”
Vision Systems Design. June 2015.
Elkins, Ken. “Advanced Manufacturing Awards, Shawn
Campion.” Charlotte Business Journal. February 2015.
Elkins, Ken. “Integro Technologies quickly filling its Salisbury
Business Center.” Charlotte Business Journal. October 2014.
Elkins, Ken. “Salisbury machine-vision company celebrates 15
years with plans to grow.” Charlotte Business Journal.
April 2016.
Elkins, Ken. “Software, Programming Take Center Stage at
Factories.” Charlotte Business Journal. November 2014.
Farley, Starke. “Vision system inspects tire wheel assemblies.
Vision Systems Design. October 2015.
Google Patents. “System and methods for inspecting tire wheel
assemblies.” September 2015.
Staff. “Integro Technologies and KUKA Robotics host college
day.” Salisbury Post. November 2014.

Scanned version of print edition in Vision Systems Design

Staff. “Integro Technologies partners with NC Manufacturing Institute.” Quality Magazine. November 2015.
Staff. “Patent issued for system and methods for inspecting tire wheel assemblies.” High Beam Research.
September 2015.
Stephenson, Carly. “Technological companies in Salisbury, Concord Growing.” Time Warner Cable News. January
2015.
Van Geons, Tara. “Integro Technologies turns 15.” Quality Magazine. April 2016.
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Technical Competence
Machine Vision and System Integration Examples
Integro Technologies serves a wide range of industries to solve some of the most difficult problems in
manufacturing inspection. The following are just a few examples of
solutions from 2015 and 2016.

Copper Fitting Inspection System
This customizable inspection machine offers full verification of
part geometry with validation of O-ring placement and seating.
The inspection cell ensures that each part matches the
configuration specified by the operator as well as ensuring that
each press-fit O-ring has been properly placed inside of the
press-fit bead.
This machine features 100% full part handling, full part
inspection, high accuracy, and is fully customizable to
client needs.

Micrometer Level 3D Inspector
Using a 2.2 micrometer-sensitive 3D laser mounted
to a 3-axis robot, several high-definition images are
acquired and combined to generate a 3D point cloud.
A 1GB image is generated using key corner points to
overlay 3D data from scan-to-scan. The inspection
consists evaluating 20,000 individual pin locations
across each of 8 pin grid groups.
Each pin is less than 100 square micrometers in size,
and only 360 micrometers tall. In addition to
planarity, the inspection checks for x-y location,
rotation, and pin deviation to within 10
micrometers. This entire process occurs in 90
seconds.
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Round Disk Surface Inspection
This round disk surface inspection project is an ideal vision
application for 360 part inspection. This is a small machine with
big results. This vision solution was custom designed to reduce
the task time required for part inspection. Each part is presented
to a rotary station by use of a 2 axis robot.
Once placed onto the rotary station, each transmission seal is
inspected 360 degrees. A 3D form is created from the acquired
images and can be utilized to inspect for an array of items
including manufacturing defects and part specific registration
marking.
Features include 3D measurement with accuracy of 0.004mm,
100% full part handling, full part inspection, high-speed and
compact footprint.

Container Inspection
This application by Integro Technologies is a 360° inspection
of ice cream containers.
A Data matrix code is read and utilized to validate
correct carton regardless of orientation. Operator selects a
recipe and the system uses the information within the recipe
validate the 2D matrix data.

to

Features:
Inspection of lid to determine if absent, present and 		
correct lid for that type of ice cream
Recipe driven system that is managed by the end user
User management system allows them to add users to the system using their RFID badges
Up to 400 PPM
Inspection metrics stored in SQL Server Database
Fault data stored in SQL Server Database
User Login and Logout stored in SQL Server Database
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3D Complex Geometric Surface Blemish Inspection Machine
This system contains a nine (9) axis camera driven walking
beam with flipping mechanism for smooth 3D laser profile
image acquisition and formation of all flat, crescent shaped
surfaces at 30ppm.
Features:
Four (4) Laser Profilers imaging all surfaces of a 		
crescent shaped part with complex machined
geo metric features
Innovative flattening algorithm for geometric data 		
normalization to detect minute cracks, chips, waves,
and chatter (unground surfaces) in the metallic components part surface
First of its kind inspection solution for electronic component manufacturer to eliminate 300% manual
inspection of individual components
Designed to be manually loaded or fully automated with robotics pick-and-place and part
stacking systems

Cylindrical Bushing Internal Coating Verification and Dimensional Analysis
System
This high speed, (300ppm) backlit, singulation,material
handling,rejection tracking and verification system was
designed for bulk feeding and orientation of 50 different sized
part numbers with three (3) machine vision sensors.
Features:
Parts vary in height, diameter, flange size, and coating
type and color
Automatic system adjustment via linear servos, VFD,
and camera inspection programs
HMI allows for operator to select pre-programmed 		
recipe for part features and/or create new product 		
recipe for inspections
Part change over takes less than 30 seconds from in		
spection configuration manager
Two (2) inspection bins for various defect mode separation/sorting downstream of the three
inspection points
Includes modified virtual motion axis tracking system and provides statistical data collection
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Glass Jar Foreign Material Detection System
The system evaluates a glass jar with a 360-degree view for small
cracks in the rim, cracks running along the side wall, cracks in
the bottom, and foreign material such as cardboard and glass
shards at 120ppm.
Features:
Foreign material and glass shard optical detection
system with masked jar bottom molded features to 		
eliminate false rejects
Automatic camera and image formation adjustments via
linear servos for various part configurations via a single
user interface
The camera positions as well as the trigger sensors are servo controlled to deal with differing diameters. 		
They move automatically by an intuitive recipe selection. Recipes are very easily added, modified, and
implemented
Custom stainless steel structure and backlit conveyor solution for installation into an existing production 		
line or a new production line
The system took two days to install and one day to test vision
The system was fully qualified and operational within 4 days

The Raptor: 2D and 3D Precision Measuring System
Utilizing a combination of software, optical, and
ultra-high resolution image formation technology,
The Raptor is the single solution for precision 2D and
3D measuring. Materials can be measured from a
wide variety of industries including Aerospace,
Automotive, Military, Medical, Plastics, and
Electronics. The Raptor is designed with exceptional
optical capabilities in a single system for efficiency,
accuracy, and cost-effectiveness.
Features:
Gauging accuracy of 0.01mm
100% automatic inspection
Inline capable
Single target calibration procedure
Database archiving for analysis
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Sidewinder Label Inspection System
The SideWinder Label Inspection System is designed to
perform 100% verification of printed text and graphics
at high speeds. Our base package provides the ultimate
in label rewind technology and surpasses the
competition in every performance category.
This base system may be upgraded with any of the
other SideWinder product configurations.
The SideWinder offers a variety of inspection groups
that may be applied in any combination with a default
of 10 vision tools per given inspection group. The
system has been developed with proven Cognex vision
technology.

Features:
Automatic web reversal upon detection of failed inspection
Sets the point for removal by operator
Uniform rewind of label reels
Self-tensioning system in forward and reverse
Automatic and manual operation modes
Accurate label counting and tracking
Splice detection and tracking
Air cores capable of gripping plastic and paper
Small dimensions (42” X 40”)
Optical Character Verification (OCV)
Recognizes multiple ID codes: 1D Barcode, Data Matrix (2D Barcode), PDF417 Symbology
Print Quality Inspection (PQI)
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)The system can inspect text printed with virtually any printing
technology and black or white text on various colored backgrounds. The web width may range from 		
12.7mm (0.5”) to 178mm (7.0”). Label length can range from 12.7mm (0.5”) to 406.4mm (16.0”)
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The Omniview Product Inspection System
This system acquires images from 4-5 cameras and
combines/stitches the images together to create a
seamless undistorted image of a cylindrical object’s
surface. OmniView completely eliminates the
requirement to mechanically rotate parts to perform
inspection tasks utilizing linescan imaging techniques.
Integro’s OmniView solution is ideal to satisfy the
FDA’s pharmaceutical pedigree inspection
requirements and part traceability applications. The
technology can be applied to cylindrical and spherical
objects.

Features:
Clam shelf design to expedite installation on existing material handling systems
Solid mechanics
Precision stages for rapid product change over and installation
Proven image acquisition platform
Mechanical fixturing for repeatable calibration procedure
Supports OCRMax
Customized HMI for customer inspection requirements
Eliminates material handling which could damage the product
Handles random part rotation 360-degrees, tilt, and position
Entire cylindrical objects circumference is inspected at one time
100% non-contact inspection at production rates up to 1200ppm, at standard resolution
Streamlined Integro Technologies mechanical design scalable to various part sizes
LED Lighting Solution for optimum long-term performance and maintenance
Precision mechanics for installation and system calibration and setup
Customized Integro Technologies HMI based on customer’s inspection requirements and applied toolset
Full range of supported Communication protocols and tools.
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Bullseye Rapid Tube & Lumen Inspection System
The Bullseye Rapid Tube & Lumen Inspection System is
designed to measure the outer diameter (OD), inner
diameter (ID), wall thickness, concentricity & ovality,
and other key parameters to pre-determined
performance specifications. The system can inspect
clear, colored and opaque tubing, and includes a rotary
table that can be used to measure multiple product
configurations.
The Bullseye Inspection System provides easy to use
inspection software coupled with a variety of
inspection options that may be applied to meet or
exceed the clients visual inspection requirements.
The system is capable of a point to point accuracy of
<0.0005 inch, and can interface with SPC/SQL packages
to track defects and key performance indicators.

Features:
Automated product configuration via carousel
15 carousel product guides 0.030 thru 1.50 inch diameter
Graphical representation of key product metrics
Interfaces available for SPC/SQL packages
Designed to meet Clean Room requirements
Ultra high accuracy image resolution
Image storage of failed product for QA review
Customizable HMI based on customer requirements
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Anaconda Tube Inspection System
The Anaconda Tube Inspection System is designed to inspect continuous material (e.g. surgical tubing, cable, wire)
at production speeds in excess of 600 feet per minute. The base Anaconda system provides easy-to-use inspection
software with a variety of inspection options. They may be applied to meet or exceed visual inspection
requirements. The system has been developed with proven Cognex vision technology.
The continuous inspection technology of the Anaconda base package provides improved process data compared
to laser systems. The system also provides storage of failed images for utilization in troubleshooting and process
refinements.
The system provides reliable 100% vision inspection of the product’s outside and inside dimensions and flaw detection at production speeds.
The system occupies a small amount of space and allows for the continuous processing of materials. The
system can be configured to track defects or use time-based delays to fire outputs for active cutting. The base
system can be upgraded with any of the other Anaconda product configurations.
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Tire Guardian Series
The patented Tire Guardian Series allows the
automotive industry to use the most reliable and cost
effective methods to comply with US DOT and other
regulatory bodies worldwide.
The Tire Guardian Series is a combination of two
different machine vision applications that can be used
individually or in sequence to assure tire assembly
quality from the most common non-compliance
issues.
Within 15 seconds, a laser light is projected across the
sidewall surface of a rotating automobile tire, and a
profile sensor digitizes the circumferential band that
contains the DOT Code, Mold Code, E-Mark Code,
and other molded-in features.
The outputs are formatted into a video signal, which
are transformed onto a computer screen. The digitized
tire data is then analyzed by the Tire Guardian,
processed, accepted/rejected and stored for each tire assembly.
Features:
Patented Technology
Verifies Rim/Tire Arrangement
OCR & OCV DOT Data, Speed Rating, Direction, Manufacturer, and Size
Inspects for Tire Deformities
15 Second Cycle Times
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Standalone IV Bag Inspection Station
Integro Technologies Corp. designed and developed a Standalone IV Bag Inspection Station allowing for effective
and efficient data archiving capabilities.
The scanning booth has a backlight scan of semi-transparent plastic material, which identifies particulate matter
down to 300 square microns in size. The vision system additionally evaluates defects in seam and seal and
automatically stores images and defects using a SQL database for future retrieval.
Features:
Designed and built for class 100K cleanroom according to GMP Standards.
20” X 48” scanning area
Inspection of bag patterns up to 5 Liters
Ultra-high definition images using 16K line scan camera and optics.
Auto start of inspection (just place pattern and step back from area)
Integrated 40” 4K monitor for displaying defects
24” touchscreen operator interface
Load/Edit recipes
Start/Stop inspections
Display of inspection results
Full reporting and archiving of inspection data
Inspection Capabilities:
Defects that may cause contamination
		

Particulate matter (300 microns and greater) inside assembly

		Fiber/hair
Defects that may cause leaks
		

Major inclusion in plastic

		

Wrinkle in seal

		

Ragged trim torn into seal

		Heat bubbles
		

Crumpled injection site

		

Angled injection site

		

Port tube positioned outside 			

		applicable tolerance
		

Arcs/Burns/Gels which may affect 		

		print
		

Tops too short
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Customer Satisfaction
Testimonials from Partners
“Integro’s extensive experience in varying applications is of great value to clients.
Integro always offers high quality systems with flexible engineering works.
Integro exceeds customers’ expectations with professionalism and expertise.”
		
~Shuji Moritmoto, President of CCS America
“Integro is on the cutting-edge of vision integration, particularly because of their
vast experience. The competence required to be a full-service machine vision
integrator is significant. Integro has clearly attracted and maintained the talent
necessary for a stellar team.”
		
~John Merva, Vice President of Gardasoft LLC North America
“At MORITEX, we are a manufacturer of optics and lighting and
Integro is a valued partner and integrator. Shawn Campion has been an
excellent person to work with because he possesses the unique
combination of visionary genius and practical engineer. He can see all the
possibilities and determine which has the best option of working.
At Integro, employees carry themselves with confidence and humility
always striving to achieve what is best for their customer. Integro is a leading integrator because they are
able to stretch the limits of what is possible by never compromising on accuracy and repeatability and
selecting to work with the leading manufactures for optics, lighting, cameras, and software.”
		
~Steven Pereira, Senior Sales Manager for MORITEX North America
“Shawn is not only a brilliant engineer with a profound understanding of
technology and a sharp mind for business but, most important, a leader with
a vision. All the people at Integro we work with have been a pleasure to deal
with, both personally and professionally.
Integro understands extremely well how the industry operates as well as the
advantages and limitations of a particular technology. This allows them to be
comfortable even with extremely challenging applications and to offer cutting
edge solutions that perform exactly as promised.
You can’t build a great company without great people and the team at Integro is fantastic: strong work ethics,
deep technical know-how and a natural ability to relate to others. All this combined with extensive
knowledge of different industries makes Integro a leading integrator and an exciting company to work with.”
		
~Luca Palleschi, Sales Director North America for Opto-Engineering
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“MVTec is honored and excited to welcome Integro Technologies to our
Certified Integration Partner program. Integro Technologies has proven their
proficiency in solving complex 2D and 3D machine vision challenges from a
variety of industries using the MVTec HALCON software.
Equipped with the comprehensive and performance-optimized capabilities of
HALCON, Integro Technologies is well positioned to address the full spectrum of
machine vision challenges and open new doors for machine vision automation across many industries. With our
new partnership, MVTec looks forward to supporting Integro Technologies’ ability to offer world-class machine
vision solutions to their customers.”
		
~John Campbell, North American Sales Manager for MVTec, LLC.

Testimonials from Customers
“Integro is a company rarely found in today’s market. Integro is a Leading Vision System Integrator because they
know what they can do, they clearly tell you what will be done, how it will operate, and then complete the project
on time, on budget, and it works, period. They really care about doing things right!”
		
~Thomas DuPriest, Principal Automation Engineer for Alcon Labs
“Integro Technologies has been phenomenal to work with. They
understand the applications and are able to communicate the
expectations and limitations of a solution. Integro truly is a team of
professionals in the vision and integration field.”
		
~Chad McBride, Engineering Manager at Schaeffler Group North America
“Having worked with the Integro team since 2009, I can only say that I have
the utmost respect for the company. It has been easy to work with the
Integro staff as they are knowledgeable and understand the industrial vision
and camera technologies being used in today’s applications. They have the
ability to understand the end users’ requirements and provide a solution for
that customer and create a product that could be deployed to other
customers within that market segment. The ability to be nimble and make
changes to a design quickly is another benefit to the Integro team.” 			
		
~Randy Ponce de Leon, Phase 1 Technology
“We are thrilled to announce that the validation of the vision system designed
by Integro Technologies was completed successfully. During the validation, the
vision system was challenged by processing almost 14,000 parts, all of those parts
were subjected to various levels of visual inspection ranging from sampling of a
few parts, to 100% inspection under magnification resulting in zero defects. We
would also like to thank Integro for your service and excellent customer support.
We are looking forward to strengthen our relationship with Integro!”
		
~Einar Leon, Principal Manufacturing Engineer for CareFusion
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“Integro has built and supported multiple turn-key vision inspection systems for
our use inspecting some of our small plastic injection molded components.
Everyone I’ve come in contact with at Integro has shown themselves to be
professional, knowledgeable, and dedicated to providing the end product we
require. Additionally, since it is not uncommon in our industry for the need to make 11th hour changes,
Integro has proven to be flexible and accommodating in making sure their final product will meet our final
need.
There are many companies that build machine automation that can also add vision to the project. Integro is
the first company we’ve used whose primary purpose is vision, yet with the ability to build a fully customized
handling system around that vision.”
		
~Jim Macier, Automation Manager for ITW Powertrain Components
“Integro installed a new vision system for our company that enables us to
verify we are putting out a quality product. Jon Howard, Alex Freeze, and team,
were very knowledgeable and supportive all the way from conception of the
project to actual installation.
They also took the time to train our operations team and create job aids on
functionality of the vision system. Jon and Alex were very flexible and were able
to support our operations at a last minute’s notice. With an ever-changing
manufacturing environment, this flexibility is critical.
The vision system functions as intended, and we are very pleased with the product. I plan to continue my
business with their company.”
		
~Haley Hanes, L-Line Process Leader for Procter & Gamble
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